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Abstract. Classification is an important task in data mining. How to ensemble individual classifiers to improve 
classification performance has great significance. Previous ensembling classifier models are coarse and lack 
scientific quantitative direction on weights computation, leading low accuracy and bad explanation. Further, 
previous researches care only about the single index of overall classification accuracy, ignoring other vital 
indexes in certain application context. This paper proposes a new ensembling classifier based on context and 
AHP (Analytic hierarchy process). It uses AHP based on context knowledge to scientifically compute the 
weights of excellent base-classifiers and the weights of indexes in the certain application context. Thus, an 
ensembling classifier orienting multiple indexes is built. Experiments on an American phone company’s 
customer churning data show that the ensembling classifier based on context and AHP can improve 
classification accuracy, satisfy preference selection and balance requirements of multiple indexes in certain 
application context. 
 
Introduction 
Classification is an important task in data mining. It is the progress to build a classifier based on existing 
massive data, and classify them into different categories according to their attributes. Thus the model can be 
used to analyze existing data and predict new record belongs to which category. Classification is widely used in 
various fields including disease discovery, credit card fraud detection and network intrusion detection, etc. 

We may consider those common classifiers such as decision tree, Bayesian classifier, neural network, SVM 
(Support Vector Machine) and regression model as specific map functions. They reflect the instances in the data 
warehouse to different class labels based on their own methods. Among the classifiers, no one always performs 
better than the others, and some of them are even weak in some certain tasks. Therefore, constructing an 
ensemble of classifiers can improve classification performance. It is held that, accuracy of ensembling classifier 
can be improved if the individual classifiers are precise and diverse, and outperforms any of the individual 
classifiers (Hansen&Salamon, 1990).Framework of ensembling classifier is depicted as Fig 1. Many researchers 
focus on how to ensemble individual classifiers’ predictions to give a final decision of class label. 
 

 
Fig.1 Framework of ensembling classifier 

 
Previous ensembling classifier models are coarse and lack scientific quantitative direction on weights 

computation, leading low accuracy and bad explanation. Further, they care only about the single index of overall 
classification accuracy, ignoring other vital indexes in certain application context. This paper proposes a new 
ensembling classifier based on context and AHP (Analytic hierarchy process), in attempt to integrate context 
knowledge with data mining process to improve classification performance. It firstly determines important 
indexes in certain application context, and then uses AHP based on the context to scientifically compute the 
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weights of indexes in the application context and the weights of excellent base-classifiers. Thus, an ensembling 
classifier orienting multi indexes can be built. Finally, we take weighted sum of excellent individual classifier as 
the final decision. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work and points out the importance 
to integrate context knowledge with data mining process. Section 3 builds ensembling classifier based on 
context and AHP and describes the main procedures, followed by a case study used to verify our model in 
Section 4. Section 5 compares experiment results of our model and other ensembling classifiers, and Section 6 
concludes the paper. 
 
Related work review 
For the past many years, researchers put forward various methods to combine the decisions of multiple 
individual classifiers, which fall into two fields. 

The first field focused on the training and selection of base-classifiers, i.e. how to train and select excellent 
base-classifiers with high accuracy to give an overall decision. Some classic methods, such as bagging, boosting, 
and stacking, belong to the field (Witten&Frank, 2005). Cherkaucer (1996) trained 32 neural network model 
based on 8 different subsets of attributes and 4 different neural network structures. He took the majority voting 
of the 32 models as the final decision. In the field of spam filtering, Neumayer (2006) built a few classifiers 
based on feature clustering and machine learning, and select the best fitting classifier to decide the class labels 
of instances. Linemann et al (2008) optimize NMR spectra based on different configurations of data processing 
techniques, and select different subsets of attributes. Thus some different SVM models are built according to the 
selected attributes. Finally, majority voting is used to combine the decisions of multiple individual classifiers. 
Zhou et al (2002) believed that “many could be better than all”, i.e. ensemble of some excellent base-classifiers 
could outperform ensemble of all base-classifiers, and therefore selection of available individual classifiers 
should be paid attention to. 

The other field centers on combination of base-classifier decisions, i.e. how to combine all the base-
classifier decisions to give an overall decision of instance class label. Benchmarks in the field are AVG, MAJ 
and WAVG. Adaboost (Freund&Schapire, 1995,1996,1997,1998) firstly assigns random weights to the base-
classifiers, and increases or decreases their weights according to their performances in the following testing 
process. The ensembling classifier’s decision is the weighted sum of all the base-classifiers. An interesting 
method based on information market to combine the decisions of multiple individual classifiers was proposed by 
Perols et al (2009). In their method, individual classifiers are considered as participants with some wealth in an 
information market where they place bets on different object classes. In training, each classifier estimates his 
prediction of class label of a certain object, and places their bets on them. Each single round finishing, those 
classifiers whose predications are correct would be paid, and thus their wealth increases. After training, the 
reciprocals of the market odds represent the ensembling classifier probability estimations of each class being the 
true object class. 

Based on Zhou et al (2002)’s opinions, this paper insists that training and selection of base-classifiers and 
the combination of base-classifier decisions should be considered together in order to highlight the advantages 
of more efficient base-classifiers. Thus, we attempts to firstly select excellent base-classifiers rather than all 
base-classifiers to construct the ensemble, then we would use our method to combine excellent base-classifiers. 

Further, previous researches depending on advanced algorithms in machine learning, care more about 
overall accuracy of the ensembling model, ignoring other vital indexes in certain application. They may take 
context knowledge into consideration in data preprocessing, but overlook them in modeling process which, 
however, is very important. 

Universal and objective, context is closely connected with things and activities. It was researched in social 
sciences fields previously (Bunt, 1994; Srinivas, 1997; Murphy, 1996; Heidegger, 1962; Penco, 1999), and drew 
researchers’ attention in natural science later (Berthouzoz, 1999; Compton, 1988; Turney, 1996; Wobcke, 1999). 
As researches and applications in knowledge management (KM) go further, importance of context has also been 
recognized. Many scholars considered context as the key component in full comprehension of knowledge 
(Dieng et al, 1999; Brezillion&Pomerol, 1999; Goldkuhl&Braf, 2001). Despres and Chauval (2000) held that, as 
context is the perception of surroundings, without it, all kinds of knowledge would become meaningless. Thus, 
knowledge and knowledge management is only significant in certain context. Kakabadse (2003) pointed out that 
contextual requirement of knowledge is the issue to be discussed in future research of knowledge management. 

As a vital part of knowledge management, knowledge discovery (or data mining) is also context-driven 
process. But to the best of our knowledge, few researches incorporate context knowledge to data mining task, 
and majority of the limited papers focus on its function in data preprocessing or feature selection rather than in 
modeling process (Sinha&Zhao, 2008; Alonso et al, 2002; Pan et al, 2007). It is easy to find that models with 
high accuracy are not that fit for the certain data task. In real application, user cares not only overall accuracy 
but also some other important indexes such as specificity (the ability to detect negative instances) and sensitivity 
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(the ability to detect positive instances). A simple instance is that a model with high accuracy but low sensitivity, 
lacking the ability to detect the “fraud” objects, is surely not ideal. 
 
Ensembling classifier based on context and AHP 
This paper attempts to adopt human-computer combination, and incorporates context knowledge to 
classification process to improve model’s performance. We believe that data mining task is context-driven, and 
context knowledge would make up the shortcoming of machine learning. The fundamental framework is shown 
as Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 fundamental framework of ensembling classifier based on context and AHP 

 
We combine the existing two research areas of ensembling classifier. After first-step training and testing, 

more excellent base-classifiers are selected rather than all trained base-classifier to construct the ensemble. Then 
we adopt traditional decision model in computing excellent base-classifiers’ weights. Experts will determine 
which indexes should be considered in the certain context, and the indexes constitute the rule layer of decision 
model. The experts according to their experience and knowledge also determine the importance of the indexes in 
the context, and the comparison matrix of this layer is then built. The selected excellent base-classifiers form the 
scheme layer, and their performances on testing set are used to compute their weights to each index considered. 
Based on AHP method, we could easily work out the ultimate weights of all excellent base-classifiers, and their 
weighted sum would give the final decision. 

The modeling process is shown as Fig. 3, and will be explained step by step afterwards. 
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Fig. 3 modeling process of ensembling classifier based on context and AHP 

 
Details of the modeling process are as follows: 
1. Divide the original data set into 3 parts: (1) training set, for training multiple base-classifiers; (2) testing 

set 1, for testing the performance of all the base-classifiers and selecting excellent base-classifiers and 
computing their weights; (3) testing set 2, for testing the performance of our ensembling classifier. 

2. Train multiple models based on training set. Individual classifiers are different as a result of different 
algorithms and model structures (there are choices of structure of neural network, decision tree, etc.) In this 
paper, we regard all the different models as individual base-classifiers and any subset of them can constitute the 
ensemble. Suppose after training, we will get n  base-classifiers, denoted as . ,1 2m m mn

3. Test all the base-classifiers’ performances on testing set 1. It should be ensured that all the base-classifiers 
should be tested by the same testing set. Then we will accumulate their performances on several indexes 
including overall accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, etc. 

4. Select i excellent base-classifiers who surpass the set threshold, and denote them ,1 2M M Mi . They 
will construct the ensemble and their weighted sum is the final ensembling classifier’s decision, 
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i.e. , is the ultimate weight of excellent base-classifier
1

i
Y w Mk kk
= ∑

=
wk Mk . If , we classify the 

object into class “1” according to the standard of Naïve Bayesian classifier, because  indicates that 
probability the object belonging to class “1” is greater than it belonging to class “0”, and vise versa. 

0.5Y ≥

0.5Y ≥

5. Compute each of the selected excellent base-classifier’s voting weight in final decision. We adopt the 
traditional decision model and set the goal as “selecting the best classifier”, displayed in Fig. 4. The important 
indexes chosen by experts form the rule layer and the excellent base-classifiers form the scheme layer. 

1M 2M iM
 

Fig. 4 decision model of selecting the best classifier 
 

Different application contexts pay attention to different indexes and also the importance of each index 
varies from context to context. It is domain experts’ task to determine which indexes should be taken into 
account and how important they are. The very essence of AHP method is to transfer subject judgments into 
objective figures. Now that we get experts’ opinions about the indexes’ importance, then we can build the 
mutual matrix according to AHP method. 

When we calculate the excellent base-classifiers’ weights to a certain index, their objective performances 
on it are used to construct the mutual matrix. The figures of matrix are the ratios of mutual performances on a 
certain index. For instance, ratio of two base-classifier’s overall accuracy is the element in the mutual matrix 
when computing base-classifiers’ weights to the index of overall accuracy. 

Now that we have obtained the weight vector of index and several weight vectors of base-classifiers to 
indexes, we can easily work out the final weight vector of base-classifier to the goal based on AHP method. And 

thus equation is the final ensembling classifier orienting multiple important indexes. 
1

i
Y w Mk kk
= ∑

=
6. Test the ensembling classifier’s performance on testing set 2 and compare the result with other methods. 

 
Model application in customer churning management 
In this section, we will apply our method mentioned above to customer churning data from an American phone 
company to build a classification model and predict whether the customers will churn based on the model later. 

Part of the original records of the American phone company customers are displayed as Table 1. 
Table 1 original records of phone company customers 

 
The data set contains 3171 customers’ information with 21 attribute variables. The first 20 variables describe 

the customer’s present state of phone business, including international plan, voice plan, total minutes of 
international call, etc. And the last variable indicates whether the customer would churn. All the variables and 
their descriptions are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2 attributes descriptions and explanations 

Attribute Type Description Explanation 
State text state of location  
Account_length continuous period of present business  
Area_code discrete area code  
Phone_number text phone number  
Voice_mail_plan bool voice mail plan “1” yes, “0” no 
Total_day_minutes continuous minutes of day calls  
Total_day_calls continuous calls of day integer 
Total_day_charge continuous charge of day calls  
Total_eve_minutes continuous minutes of evening calls  
Total_eve_calls continuous calls of evening integer 
Total_eve_charge continuous charge of evening calls  
Total_night_minutes continuous minutes of night calls  
Total_night_calls continuous calls of night integer 
Total_night_charge continuous charge of night calls  
Total_intl_minutes continuous international calls minutes  
Total_intl_calls continuous international calls integer 
Total_intl_charge continuous international calls charge  
Number_customer_service_calls continuous calls of customer service integer 
Class bool churn “1” yes, “0” no 

 
Among the attributes, “state”, “phone_number” and “area_code” are variables describing basic information 

of customers, but have little impact on customer churning. Besides them and “class”, the remaining 17 attributes 
will be the input cells in the modeling process. After eliminating 138 records with null values, we divide the left 
3033 records into 3 parts: training set with 1033 records, testing set 1 with 1000 and testing set 2 with 1000. 

In practical application, instances belonging to the positive class (the class user cares more) are usually the 
minority of the all, which however causes “unbalanced sample”. This may influence the modeling process and 
leading to model’s poor We randomly sample records from the negative class and repeated randomly sample 
records from the positive to ensure that the number of instances belonging to the 2 classes are almost the same. 

Based on the training set, we build several base-classifiers using different algorithms, including 4 decision 
trees, 6 neural networks, 2 logistic regression models and 2 naïve Bayesian classifiers. In this case, we focus on 
customers that would churn and cause loss of the company, thus the “churn” class is the positive class. 

Experts determined that we should take accuracy, specificity and sensitivity into consideration in this 
application context. And the 3 indexes can be calculated by the following equations (Eq 1, Eq 2 and Eq 3). In 
the equations, is the total number of positive instances and neg is the total number of negative instances; 

is the number of positive instances labeled with “positive” by model and is the number of 
negative instances labeled with “negative” by model. 

pos
_t pos _t neg

_ _t pos t neg
accuracy

pos neg

+
=

+
                                                                                                                           (1) 

_t neg
specificity

neg
=                                                                                                                                         (2) 

_t pos
sensitivity

pos
=                                                                                                                                          (3) 

We test all the 12 base-classifiers using testing set 1 and get their performances on the listed 3 indexes. The 
thresholds set for accuracy, sensitivity and specificity are 75%, 75% and 70% respectively. It is easy for us to 
select the excellent base-classifiers whose accuracy, specificity and sensitivity all surpass the thresholds and list 
them with performances on the 3 indexes in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 four excellent base-classifiers and their performances on testing set 1 

Base-classifier Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity 
 M1 79.1% 79.6% 76.4% 
 M2 84.2% 86.2% 73.0% 
 M3 87.3% 90.1% 70.9% 
 M4 78.4% 79.4% 73.0% 
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Among the 3 indexes, experts assign largest weight to overall accuracy. And the context knowledge of 

customer churning management is that it will cost enterprises some money to manage customer relationship. 
Furthermore, cost of developing a new customer can reach as much as 5 times of maintaining an old one 
(Sheng&Liu, 2005; Su, 2005). Thus, misclassifying customer that would churn into the “will not churn” class is 
much serious. Therefore, it is believed sensitivity should be paid more attention to than specificity. Based on 1-9 
principle in AHP method, the mutual matrix of accuracy, specificity and sensitivity are as following: 

1 7 2
1 11

7 5
1 5 1

2

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 

And upon the matrix, their weight vector is ( )0.592,  0.075,  0.333 . 
For those excellent base-classifiers to each index, their performances are used to construct the mutual matrix 

and then calculate the weight vector, shown as Table 4. 
 

Table 4 mutual matrix and weight vector of base-classifier on each index 
 Mutual matrix Weight vector 

Accuracy 

79.1 79.1 79.11 84.2 87.3 78.4
84.2 84.2 84.2179.1 87.3 78.4
87.3 87.3 87.3179.1 84.2 78.4
78.4 78.4 78.4 179.1 84.2 87.3

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 
( )0.2404, 0.2559, 0.2654, 0.2383  

Specificity 

79.6 79.6 79.61 86.2 90.1 79.4
86.2 86.2 86.2179.6 90.1 79.4
90.1 90.1 90.1179.6 86.2 79.4
79.4 79.4 79.4 179.6 86.2 90.1

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 
( )0.2374, 0.2571, 0.2687, 0.2368  

Sensitivity 

76.4 76.4 76.41 73.0 70.9 73.0
73.0 73.0 73.0176.4 70.9 73.0
70.9 70.9 70.9176.4 73.0 73.0
73.0 73.0 23.0 176.4 73.0 70.9

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 
( )0.2605, 0.2489, 0.2417, 0.2489  

Based on AHP method, we can calculate that the weight vector of 4 excellent base-classifiers to the goal 
is .  (0.2469,0.2536,0.2578,0.2417)

Therefore, the final ensembling classifier we built is . 1 2 30.2469 0.2536 0.2578 0.2417Y M M M= + + + 4M
 

Results comparison and discussion 
We test the ensembling classifier using testing set 2. The data task is to predict whether the 1000 customers 
would churn according to their attribute variables. Meanwhile individual classifiers and MAJ (Majority Voting), 
AVG (Averaging) also do the same task. 

Performance comparison between ensembling classifierY and AHP and individual classifiers is shown in 
Table 5, and comparison of ensembling classifier Y and MAJ, AVG is displayed in Table 6. 

Table 6 performance comparison between ensembling classifierY and individual excellent classifiers 
Model Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity 

M1 84.0% 84.4% 74.4% 
M2 83.7% 84.0% 76.8% 
M3 88.9% 89.4% 79.1% 
M4 78.8% 78.8% 79.1% 
Y 89.1% 89.6% 79.1% 

Table 7 performance comparison between ensembling classifierY and MAJ, AVG 
Model Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity 

Majority Voting 88.5% 89.2% 74.4% 
Averaging 84.3% 84.9% 72.1% 

Y 89.1% 89.6% 79.1% 
We can easily draw some conclusions from the above results comparison: 
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1. The ensembling classifiers usually outperform individual classifiers, even excellent ones. This supports 
discovery and conclusions of previous researches, and indicates the significance of researching ensembling 
classifier. 

2. The ensembling classifier based on context and AHP can improve classification accuracy, satisfy 
preference selection and balance requirements of multiple indexes in certain application context. This also 
illustrates that data mining task should be context-driven, and attach importance to context knowledge in 
modeling process. 
 
Conclusion 
This paper proposes a novel ensembling classifier based on context and AHP. We integrate context knowledge 
with data mining process to improve classification performance. Context knowledge is used to determine which 
are important indexes in certain circumstance. We then build a universal ensembling classifier based on 
hierarchal decision model, and adopt AHP to compute weights of individual classifiers. Finally, we take 
weighted sum of excellent individual classifier as the final decision. 

A case of American phone company customer churn management is used to verify our model. We use our 
novel method to predict whether 1000 customers would churn. Experiment results show that our model 
outperforms individual classifiers and common ensembling classifier. It satisfies preference of index in certain 
context, and ensures good performance at more vital indexes. 

This paper is an attempt to ensemble individual classifier’s predications to get an overall decision. We think 
that application context should be taken into full consideration in classification modeling. And result has proved 
that human-computer combination can improve the classification performance. 
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